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Introduction

Messier 5 is an extremely old globular cluster located in the Milky Way. Due to its age (roughly
12.5 Gyr) it should contain stars that are old and red1. Upon inspection, astronomers found this to
be false – in fact, two distinct populations of stars (old and red, and young and blue) reside
within its boundaries2. The lack of star-forming gases or structures begs the question, why are
young blue stars in a star cluster when they should not be?
This project seeks to recreate a color photo from NASA using Hubble data that shows the two
distinct populations of stars in the cluster. Although the colored image displays the two types of
stars, scientists often recolor astronomical pictures for two reasons: in order to clearly define
objects, or to convert an image taken outside the visible spectrum into color. Thus, overlapping
Hubble images colored according to filter should verify that there are two populations of stars in
Messier 5, and the colored NASA photograph is valid in highlighting the unusual distribution of
stars.
Messier 5, also known as M5 or NGC5904 in the New General Catalog, is an elliptical globular
cluster in the Milky Way. First discovered by Gottfried Kirch in 1702, it was rediscovered by
Charles Messier in 1764 and then resolved into a cluster by William Herschel in 1791. It is
located in the galactic halo, approximately 24,500 light-years from our solar system. With a
diameter of 165 ly and population of over 100,000 stars, it is one of the largest clusters in the
galaxy. It is also one of the oldest at 12.5 billion years old – nearly as old as the Milky Way.
Older clusters like this tend to be populated by old, low-mass stars; however, in the case of M5,
two populations of stars are evident. As expected, many of the stars are old and have burned
through their nuclear fuel. Curiously, there is a significant portion of stars that are young, hot,
and blue. These blue stars are out of place – they burn through fuel quickly, and the lack of starforming material alongside their short lifespan indicates they shouldn’t be present in Messier 53.
Adding to the strange composition of stars in the cluster, Messier 5 contains approximately 105
variable stars. Ninety-seven of these variable stars are RR Lyrae variable stars. A variable star is
a star that “pulses” – its size and luminosity oscillate over a period of time. RR Lyrae stars are
old variable stars with low masses and low metallicities, and they are used to help scientists
measure distances in space4. Another unique feature of the cluster is a dwarf nova, which is a
white dwarf that accretes matter from a binary companion and causes periodic outbursts of
energy.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is a visible-light telescope in low Earth orbit5. Since 1990,
HST has provided millions of observations to astronomers researching the cosmos. For this
research project, I used observations taken with Hubble’s Wide Field Channel of its Advanced
Camera for Surveys (WFC/ACS) for the ACS Globular Cluster Treasury program. The ACS
Globular Treasury program used HST instrumentation to image 65 of the nearest globular
clusters, which consequentially provided a dataset for additional investigation6.
I accessed this data through MAST, the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes. MAST is a data
archive that catalogs observations and data taken by an array of telescopes. Its data is accessible
through Astropy in Jupyter notebooks7.
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SAOImage (ds9) is a data visualization application that is frequently used to analyze
astronomical images. I used DS9 to process images downloaded from the Hubble Legacy
Archive for Messier 5, accessed on MAST, through Jupyter notebooks as .fits files8.
Figure 1 is NASA’s layered image of Messier 5 taken by HST. Three observations were taken
using Hubble’s WFC/ACS with different filters, and subsequentially layered to finalize the
colored image. Filters impede specific wavelengths (colors) of light from reaching the
telescope’s detector; thus, objects of a specific color can be isolated. The first image passed only
blue light using the F435W filter, the second image passed red light with the F625W filter, and
the final image passed near-infrared light using the F818W filter. To match source brightness,
different exposure times were used; 750 seconds, 400 seconds, and 567 seconds of exposure for
each filter respectively. The image covers a 2.63’ by 2.63’ (arcminute) area, representing a
diameter of roughly 20 light-years9.

Figure 1. A NASA image of Messier 5 taken using Hubble’s ACS. This finalized image combines observations
using the F435W filter (blue), the F625W filter (green), and the F818W filter (red). The image identifies stars of
different types by the differing colors in the image. Two populations of stars are apparent – young, hot blue stars,
and cooler red stars of lower mass and greater age.
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Method and Observations

Without an initial plan on my research goals for senior project, I set off to find a subject that
suited me as well as the graduate programs to which I was applying. With these parameters in
mind, I quickly narrowed my search to features of the Milky Way galaxy – most astrophysics
graduate programs I applied to have researchers that exclusively deal with characteristics of our
home galaxy, rather than intergalactic cosmology. Because Dr. Edwards has experience with
nebulae and globular clusters, we agreed that pursuing one such feature of our galaxy would be
in my best interest. After a week of researching nebulae and globular clusters in the Milky Way,
I decided to completely eliminate nebulae as an option. I completed my research project for
Observational Astronomy (ASTR-444) on the Crab Nebula, and thought that broadening my
research experience would be beneficial to my graduate school preparation.
Upon isolating globular clusters as the subject of my research, I scoured databases for clusters
with interesting or unique characteristics. I selected Omega Centauri, Messier 22, Messier 4, and
Messier 5 to further examine. Omega Centauri, as the largest cluster in the galaxy, offers useful
information on how galaxies form (theories about the cluster suggest that it was nearly a galaxy,
but was somehow disrupted). Messier 22 is near the Milky Way’s central supermassive black
hole, making it a useful gravitational lens. Messier 4 contains two distinct ages and classes of
stars, including white dwarf stars and massive blue stars, thus providing insight into star
formation. Messier 5 is composed of two completely different types of stars, along with dozens
of variable stars. I then verified that each of these globular clusters had datasets from Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) on the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). Each had
datasets that would suit a research project. Given that there are two types of stars, and there
should only be one type due to the lack of star-forming material, Dr. Edwards and I felt that
Messier 5 would make for the most interesting project. The potential projects that we
brainstormed were comparing the variable stars over a long period of time, as well as recreating
an image displaying blue and red stars within the cluster. I find the life cycle of stars to be
extremely interesting, so I selected the latter.
Once I isolated my project, I needed to code a program that would download “.fits” files from
MAST. Using GitHub, I worked my way through tutorials that introduced me to Python and
Astroquery, which I planned to use for my code10. I created a Jupyter notebook and
systematically completed the tutorials to understand how to code the project. I then planned the
structure of my code. First, I downloaded Astropy and Astroquery to my Jupyter notebook in
order to gather data from MAST. Following this, I specified a proposal ID, which I selected
according to the project it was used for. As previously stated, the dataset I chose was used for the
ACS Globular Treasury Program (ID 10775).
I realized I needed to isolate Messier 5 as my target, as the treasury program studied 65 different
globular clusters in the Milky Way. As a result, I refined my code to define my “target” as
NGC5904, which filtered out the other clusters in the project. From these observations, I
downloaded the observation data. Finally, I included only the data products marked as “science”
because they provided .fits files to analyze through DS9. Then, I scanned the results and tested
some images to ensure that I was seeing Messier 5 rather than another cluster. Figure 2 compares
features of the NASA image to the raw test files I used, and areas circled are distinct points I
matched between pictures to validate my data.
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Figure 2. The NASA image next to the first raw image I found with this dataset. Regions circled in red are clear star
patterns identifiable in both images. In particular, the top oval encompasses four brighter stars in a trapezoid, the
middle oval encompasses three bright stars in a triangle, and the bottom oval contains two of the brightest stars in
very close proximity.

Figure 3 displays the raw images processed by ds9 with each wavelength. In this instance, a raw
image is an image I downloaded from MAST and displayed on ds9, without changes to the color
or orientation. The raw images were slightly slanted, with white edges, when I extracted them
with ds9. This slant is known as dither; dither is noise added to a photograph to maintain the
quality of the image and its resolution.
After finding the data for 606nm and 814nm, I realized I needed a third wavelength in order to
provide a full-color picture of the star cluster. I began searching for a dataset that used a 435nm
wavelength, as the dataset I initially used for my images did not contain such observations. I
searched through dozens of datasets on MAST for Messier 5 with 435nm observations until I
found Proposal ID 10120 from Anderson, which used the ACS/WFC filter like the ACS
Globular Survey and targeted NGC5904. Although I was unable to find the goal of the mission,
the observations were acceptable and comparable to those from my initial search. After applying
this dataset to my code, I began combing through the produced files to find a complete image.
There were 311 files downloaded, of which 35 used the 435nm wavelength. I downloaded files,
and proceeded to manually search for the best and most complete image.
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The 435nm wavelength image is rotated on its axis due to dither. Although the image seems
warped and disoriented, the stars all align with their proper declinations and right ascensions
because I selected “align by WCS” in ds9.

Figure 3. From left to right, the raw images with the 606nm wavelength, 814nm wavelength, and 435nm
wavelength. The 435nm image, although seemingly warped, still properly aligns with the 606nm and 814nm images.
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Analysis

Once I compiled the three images to create my final full-color picture, I created a RGB (red,
green, and blue) frame on ds9. This allowed me to use one red frame, one green frame, and one
blue frame overlapped into a single image which would serve as my full-color picture. I used
each the images found in Figure 3 according to their designated wavelength, and applied the
frames in order. Figure 4 shows the progression of the image after each step.

Figure 4. Creating the full-color picture required adding each image according to its color. I started with the 814nm
wavelength frame, colored red on the left. Next, I layered the green frame, which used the 606nm wavelength to
produce a yellow and red image as seen in the middle. The yellow is a result of overlap between red and green light.
Finally, I layered the blue frame which used the 435nm wavelength. This yielded the full-color photo seen on the
right, with white light resulting from overlap between all three frames.

This process resulted in my full-color image of Messier 5. Figure 5 shows the image at a larger
scale, where the distinction between frames and colors is easily visible.

Figure 5. The final image created by overlapping frames in ds9. Where the red, green, and blue frames overlap
perfectly, the colors create white as seen primarily in the center of the cluster. From first glance, some stars that
exclusively give off mostly red and green light are visible.
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Figure 6. Regions circled in red in the NASA image (left) and my image (right) contain stars that distinctly red and
green and match up with each other.

As seen above in Figure 6, areas circled in red are stars that exude mostly red and green light. In
both the NASA image on the left and my image on the right, the circled stars match up in three
ways: first, the orientation of the stars relative to each other; second, the location of the stars in
the image, and relative to the concentrated center of the cluster; third, the approximate magnitude
of the stars. The circled areas are not the only regions that display the second population of stars;
however, I only circled some of the stars I analyzed in order to prevent a muddled image.
In particular, there are two regions which especially illustrate the accuracy of my full-color photo
from Hubble data relative to the NASA image. Figure 7 specifies these two unmistakable regions
with red circles.

Figure 7. The regions circled in red in are the most significant areas that confirm the two populations; since they
have an unmistakable pattern, they absolutely match up between the NASA picture and my image, and their lack of
blue light suggests that the stars are a different population from blue stars in the cluster.
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These two regions are the most useful in confirming my hypothesis due to their distinct patterns.
While other regions circled in Figure 6 further confirm the hypothesis, they are primarily
individual stars. As such, it is far more difficult to say with absolute certainty that the stars
circled in the NASA image are the exact same as those in my image. In contrast, the stars circled
in Figure 7 have perfectly consistent patterns – a group of two stars that appear to be very bright
and in close proximity, and another group with one apparently bright star located slightly below
a pair of moderately bright stars in close proximity. In summary, these two regions undoubtedly
support my thesis, while the regions in Figure 6 only further support of the thesis.
It is evident that the NASA photograph matches up with the full-color, accurate image I created
using data from MAST. Because of this, my hypothesis is confirmed. The NASA image
accurately portrays two populations of stars within Messier 5 in their full-color picture, verified
by the data I extracted from MAST.
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Discussion

While the data and observations confirmed that two populations of stars exist in Messier 5, there
are improvements that could be made to more accurately depict the distinction between star
types. Referencing the final image in Figure 8 (left), there is an obvious, though slight,
separation between colors – notably those circled in red.

Figure 8. Left: Areas circled in red display stars with the blue light distinctly offset by pixels from the red and green
light. Since they are found throughout the entire image and are consistent with one another, we conclude that the
blue frame is slightly shifted below the red and green frames. From this, we speculate that by shifting the blue frame
upwards to align more accurately with the red and green frames, we would get an even more accurate image
showing the blue stars as obviously as the red and green. Right: The area circled in red is only displayed on the red
and green frames. We can’t use them as evidence of the red and green stars since there is no overlap with the blue
frame, meaning no blue light is shown regardless of presence.

When examining the image, we initially concluded that this was a product of the warped blue
tile, and it should therefore be factored into error. However, upon closer inspection, I realized
that there was a shift of mere pixels that would perfectly align the blue tile with the red and the
green. Unfortunately, ds9 is strictly a file viewer; images can be modified when viewed, but the
actual image is stagnant. That said, it was impossible to shift the blue tile “up” to align all the
tiles more accurately with ds9 alone. However, after consulting with my Dr. Edwards, she
explained that the image could be manipulated with astronomy software such as Image
Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) or Astropy tools. Given that these programs require time
and understanding for proper use, it makes for an excellent follow-up project.
For a more accurate final product, one single dataset would be best. I had to draw images from
two different proposal ID’s (imaging missions) in order to find all three wavelengths necessary
for composing the final image. Because of this, even the adjustments as suggested in the
previous paragraph would fail to provide a “perfect” picture – the different of missions have
different dither, which would still pose a problem. That said, if all three tiles were taken from the
same mission, they would more likely align perfectly and the data would be significantly more
accurate.
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Another advantage to a single dataset is complete coverage of the image. Returning to Figure 8
(left) above, we see areas with only yellow coloring along with regions including only blue
coloring. This is due to the two different proposal ID’s; the proposal ID used for the blue frame
is significantly angled which creates areas without overlap. A notable region where overlap
would have been beneficial to the conclusion is circled in Figure 8 (right) above.
Finally, better resolution of the center of the cluster would produce more distinctly blue or
distinctly red and green stars. In Figure 8, the center of the cluster is almost entirely white from
the layering of the frames. In part, this is due to the shifted blue frame; however, even the
individual frames reveal overlap in light from stars in the cluster. If the central stars, like those
circled in red those in the NASA image in Figure 9 below, were resolved like in the NASA
image, they would have served as further evidence of the existence of two populations of stars.
The new telescope intended to replace Hubble, James Webb Space Telescope, could also provide
the higher resolution images needed to resolve the center of the star cluster and further confirm
the presence of two populations of stars.

Figure 9. Stars circled in red are resolved in the image from NASA. They are distinctly red and green, or blue. Thus,
a resolved center of the cluster displays far more stars which support the hypothesis of two types of stars.
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Conclusion

The images extracted from MAST and displayed on ds9 properly match the NASA image of
Messier 5, meaning I successfully recreated the NASA image. Furthermore, the final image
obtained through ds9 clearly displays two populations of stars. Since stars primarily expelling
red and green light match up with those of the NASA image, we conclude that the NASA image
is a true-color image of Messier 5 and the cluster actually contains two distinct populations of
stars.
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